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THE STORY OF 2020
Subdued investment volumes in 2020 amid challenging conditions
The significant impacts of COVID-19 are expected to result in the lowest national hotel sales year on record, as
investment dried up over the sector’s most challenging period in history. The initial severity on hotel demand,
coupled with the future trading uncertainty associated with materially reduced international and domestic travel, had
seen a hiatus in investment activity for the first half of 2020. With many investors adopting a ‘wait and see’ approach,
we also observed some divergence in value expectations between buyers and vendors across active deals, as well
as a preference for existing hotel owners to hold firm until trading conditions improved.
Hotel sales recorded stronger volumes in Q3, with recent sales activity being underpinned by mandates to acquire
assets representing worthy yield opportunities over the medium term, as trading markets gradually recover. The
restart in investment activity is seeing hotels being transacted within tightly held markets as purchasers look to
capitalise on these rare market opportunities.
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NATIONAL SALES VOLUME
Lowest year on record due to exceptional circumstances
Nationally, around $670 million in volume was recorded over 17
transactions throughout the year, which is 63% lower than the 10-year

Chart 1: National Hotel Sales Volume

average annual sales volume of $1.8 billion.
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Observed price discounts across these assets ranged between 5% to 15%
on estimated pre-COVID values. The relatively low price reduction is
somewhat reflective of the mix of sold hotels being weighted towards these
investment-grade assets which typically transact within tighter yield ranges.
The AccorInvest portfolio transaction is likely to represent this year’s largest

*Not a complete year
Source: CBRE Hotels

sale, exchanging at $180 million in late November to Iris Capital. The new
year is likely to see improved activity as capitalised investors take
advantage of emerging opportunities materialising from the COVID-19
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induced market dislocation.

THE YEAR AHEAD

2021 could see a surge in hotel sales activity
Changing market dynamics are expected to induce new purchasing opportunities into 2021 through increased lender-forced
liquidity trades and portfolio rebalancing strategies with investors responding to market conditions. Some operators will be
under pressure to continue trading with the insolvent trading moratorium due to expire in December 2020 and with
JobKeeper payments expected to wind down in early 2021. As such, lenders will start looking to act on select distressed
assets, mainly being those that were already struggling even prior to the COVID-19 outbreak.
With most lending institutions still cautious in issuing new debt to the sector, we expect liquidity conditions to gradually
improve for hotel investors in 2021 as global investment continues to be underpinned by record-low interest rates and
accommodative central bank policy. Sophisticated investors, many of whom were initially priced out of the market in prepandemic on-market sales campaigns, are likely to be better positioned to chase these discounted assets under more
favourable terms on their debt facilities.
As such, an active hotel transaction market is anticipated over the next 12 months. Sales volume is expected to be driven by
interest in a number of high-quality assets brought onto the market, as well as building momentum from an emerging weight
of international and domestic capital looking to seek value in new deals.
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Hotel Sales

Profiled key 2020 transactions

NOVOTEL BRISBANE
Brisbane CBD
Scale
Upper Upscale

Price per room
$229,392

Sale Price
$67.9 Million

Management
Subject to a lease to
Accor due to expire 30
April 2021, vacant
possession thereafter

Sale Date
October 2020

No. of rooms
296

Vendor
Sunshine Hotels
Australia Pty Ltd (CDL
Hospitality Trust) (Singapore)
Purchaser
Amora Hotels & Resorts
(Thailand)
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THE FANTAUZZO ART SERIES
Brisbane CBD
Scale
Upper Upscale

Price per room
$405,120

Sale Price
$67.25 Million

Management
Vacant Possession

Sale Date
September 2020

Vendor
Deague Family (Australia)

No. of rooms
166

Purchaser
Crystalbrook Collection
(UAE, Dubai)
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RYDGES CAPITOL SQUARE
Sydney CBD
Scale
Midscale

Price per room
$276,596

Sale Price
$26.0 Million

Management
Vacant Possession

Sale Date
September 2020

Vendor
New Landmark Hotels
(Australia)

No. of rooms
94

Purchaser
MKH Group (Malaysia)
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VIBE HOTEL MELBOURNE
Melbourne CBD
Scale
Upscale

Price per room
$524,272

Sale Price
$108 Million

Management
Managed

Sale Date
Early 2020

Vendor
Caydon Property
Group (Australia)

No. of rooms
206

Purchaser
Sino-Pacific Trading
(Thailand)
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THE BOWER BYRON BAY
Byron Bay
Scale
Upper Upscale

Price per Room
$535,714

Sale Price
$15.0 Million

Management
Vacant Possession

Sale Date
July 2020

Vendor
(Partnership) Seith Lowry
Family Trust &
Dr Blake Eddington
Family Trust

No. of rooms
28

Purchaser
Guok Family (Australia)
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ACCORINVEST PORTFOLIO
Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra, Brisbane,
Regional Locations
Sale Price
$180 Million

Price per room
$100,167

Sale Date
October 2020

Vendor
AccorInvest (France)

No. of assets
17

Purchaser
Iris Capital (Australia)

No. of rooms
1,797
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